
 
SAMPLE ADMITHUB APPLICATION 
Rick Thorburn 
Your application was reviewed by Kirk D., who has nearly twenty years of experience in college 
admissions, counseling, and athletics.  Kirk began his career as an Admission Officer at Princeton 
University, then as Regional Director of Admissions at the University of Pennsylvania where he also 
supervised the Ivy League athletic recruiting process. His last college admission position was Associate 
Dean of Admissions at Bowdoin College, followed by three years as the Director of Member Relations for 
The Common Application®. 

Personal Information 
 
Hi Rick, 
 
Thanks for submitting an application to AdmitHub.  I see that you are from Mesquite, TX and are planning 
to apply to eight schools this fall as a full-time student.  It looks like Brown University is your top choice 
and you plan to apply early.   
 
Brown is a highly competitive school, meaning it is a “reach” school for almost every applicant.  As you 
prepare your application, I would encourage you think about what aspects of Brown are appealing to you.  
If you have any insight into your particular preferences, please let me know.  Meanwhile, I have included 
some thoughts about your school list at the end of my review. 
 
While reading your personal information, I noticed from your address that you live in an apartment 
building.  Certain admissions officers will make note of a detail like this.  However, it is not clear how to 
interpret it without additional information from you.  I might encourage you, if you feel it is appropriate, to 
provide some context about your living situation in the Additional Information section of your Common 
Application. 
 
Next, I noticed you are a first-generation college student, meaning neither of your parents attended 
college.  This is a point in your favor when applying to selective colleges like the ones you've listed. 
Colleges will be looking for students like you, who have succeeded in high school and are poised to 
achieve more in college.  Based on your record of academic success thus far, I am confident you 
belong in a competitive college and will excel for the next four years and beyond. 
 

Academics 
 
I also noted your weighted 3.88 out of 4.0 GPA.  I also took the liberty of recalculating your individual 
GPAs - 3.74 (9th grade), 3.80 (10th grade), & 3.82 (11th grade).  This calculation is based only on your 
core courses - English, Math, Science, Language, and Social Science - and is unweighted. 
 
Without an official school profile, it is a bit difficult to place your performance in the larger school context, 
but my sense is that you are performing very well in a strong academic environment at East Texas High.  
I would say that your transcript is strong - and the fact that your best year was 11th grade (even as your 
rigor increased) will benefit you in the admission process. Excellent work!  Also, your grades in the first 
semester of 12th grade will be very important, so keep up the good work! 
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Although your 12th grade course load is quite rigorous with 3 APs, an admissions officer at Brown will 
expect you to take a "most rigorous" curriculum.  I noticed that you elected to take Art History over an 
Honors or AP German course.  It is by no means required, but you may want to consider taking the fourth 
year of a foreign language if the course is offered at East Texas High.  For the highly selective colleges 
on your list, your decision to take Art History in lieu of a 4th year of a language may be a point of 
contention. 
 
You also have solid standardized test scores in your SAT I and Subject Tests.  I would advise you to 
consider retaking the SAT I test this fall before applying ED to Brown, for which the average admitted 
student has SAT scores above 2100. 
 
I would also note that for any colleges on your list that are test-optional, you should look at their average 
scores, and talk to your counselor about whether or not you should submit your SAT scores. You may 
also want to take another SAT II subject test to round out your profile.  For a full up-to-date list of test-
optional colleges, just visit this link: http://www.fairtest.org/university/optional 

Activities and Honors 
 
You have demonstrated distinct leadership by founding the Sustainability Club at East Texas High, 
serving as Class VP, and earning 1st Chair Cello in the District Orchestra.  
 
Your consistent academic effort has also led to the noteworthy achievement of being on the High Honor 
Role the last two years.  This is a solid achievement and your guidance counselor should mention it in his 
or her recommendation.  I would also like to see you or your counselor provide a bit more context around 
your other awards, notably the English Prize.  For instance, is that an award that many students receive 
each year?  If it is a selective award, it would be helpful to note that.  Also, how many prizes are awarded 
in general each year? 
 
Overall, the theme through all of your activities is community involvement, scientific exploration, and 
leadership.  You appear to enjoy working to help others and provide your peers with meaningful 
knowledge and experiences. This is certainly a characteristic that will serve you well in college and 
beyond.  So keep up the good work! 
 
Here are some more specific suggestions about how to best present your extracurricular involvement:  
 

● Make sure to mention the UT Austin summer science program you attended in the Summer 
Study section of the Common Application where it will better stand out. 

● Reorder your activities so the most important ones are at the top.  For example, your music 
involvement should be near the top of your list.  

● Make note of any additional leadership positions you have held in your activities or in athletics. 
● Look at my line-item annotations and edits on your application for more specific details above 

 

Personal Essay 
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I find your essay about neuroscience to be knowledgeable, engaging, and heartwarming.  You 
provide insight into your thoughts and emotions as you have matured into a bright student who 
recognizes the opportunities he has been given and constantly strives to give back to his community.  
 
In terms of areas for improvement, here are a few notes: 
 

Introduction: I like the opening quote.  It pulls the reader directly into the essay.  I would suggest 
connecting the essay more to your application by including the summer program and your 
Alzheimer’s volunteer work earlier in your application.  Remember, admissions officers often 
read up to 75 applications each day, so you shouldn’t make it too difficult for them to 
‘connect the dots.’ 
 
Grammar & Style: You are a talented writer and wonderful storyteller.  I do, however, suggest 
you challenge yourself to delve more deeply into your own motivations.  In the last paragraph, you 
write, “I have learned more about myself than the enumeration of facts and symptoms would 
suggest.”  Then you immediately transition to the words of your mentor.  Your challenge in revising 
this essay is not in wordcraft but in truly understanding yourself.  Even if you do not revise this 
piece, you should try to answer the following questions for yourself: 
 

○ Why do I practice science? 
○ How have I grown as a person through my study of science? 
○ How do I want to contribute to medicine?   

 
If you are open to a more radical change, I would also suggest focusing on only one story.  
Together, they are each good stories that make a strong point, but I suspect either story 
(particularly the Alzheimer’s volunteer work) would be great on its own.  Given more space, you 
could delve more deeply into your personal motivations, feelings, and growth which are only 
touched upon right now. 
 
Conclusion: I like the conclusion and how it ties to your introduction.  You are also looking forward 
to the future, which is a good habit, particularly in a college essay.  Overall, it’s a convincing 
portrait of an ambitious young scientist with a passion to help patients.  You don’t need to change 
anything, but if you are up for a challenge, I would try revising your conclusion in an effort to get a 
better understanding of yourself. 

 
It’s worth noting that conclusions are always the hardest part of any essay.  You may rewrite it a 
dozen times before you say what you feel is right.  Try not to put too much pressure on yourself to 
wrap up your story perfectly, however.  The best conclusions are those that end with a question or 
a glimpse of the horizon ahead.  You’ve got a lot more living (and writing) ahead of you! 
 
Overall: This essay is very strong and has potential to develop into an excellent piece.  I would 
continue working on it not only for your college application but also because it could serve as an 
excellent essay for scholarship applications.  I know it may seem tedious trying to revise the same 
story over and again, but it will pay off in so many ways, not the least of which is a greater 
understanding of yourself over the last four years (and hopefully the next four).  Please let me 
know if you’d like us to take a look at another revision.  We are glad to help!  Till then, good luck 
writing. 
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Overall Evaluation 
 
You are a bright, generous young man with a lot of potential.  You demonstrated notable success in and 
out of the classroom.  Your passion for research and volunteerism is also evident.  However, I still have 
some outstanding questions about the circumstances of your life that I would like to see answered in this 
application. 
 
I'm very curious about your family background. What is their story? You could potentially write a 
paragraph or two in the Additional Information section of the Common Application about this.  If you don’t 
feel comfortable, you might consider asking your counselor to add this to your recommendation. 
 
You are a competitive candidate for admission to many of the colleges on your list. However, you could 
certainly improve your chances by retaking the SAT this fall.  Right now, you are on the cusp of Brown’s 
SAT score range.  A slight increase could go a long way. 
 
Your current application is compelling, and you are sure to have options as you apply to a variety of 
colleges.  Because there is always room for improvement and clarification, I’ve outlined a few areas for 
you to focus on before submission: 
 

Personal information:  
● Provide Additional Information about your family 
● Recognize that your status as a first-generation college student is a plus 

 
Academic work:  

● Continue the effort and growth that has gotten you to this point 
● Look into some test-optional colleges on fairtest.org 

 
Standardized tests: 

● Your scores are solid, but I suggest you retake the SAT I test this fall. 
 
Extracurricular activities: 

● Reorder your activities based on importance and relevance 
● Make sure to include all relevant activities and summer study programs you’ve attended 
● Continue your leadership, research and volunteerism 

 
Your essay:  

● Keep revising and try to answer the question “why” for your reader (and yourself) 
● Let us know when you have another draft you’d like us to review and edit 

 
If I were to assign admissibility categories (Reach, Possible, Likely) to each of the colleges on your list, 
they would be as follows: 

 
Note: We define the admissibility ratings categories as follows: 

 
Reach (Less than 30% chance of being admitted) – Schools that are in this category might be 
highly selective, and present a low chance of admission to just about everyone who applies, 
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regardless of their credentials. These schools may also be “Reaches” for you based on your 
academic credentials and your school’s recent applicant history of students with similar profiles. 
 
Possible (30-70% chance of admission) – You have a solid chance of being admitted, and would 
be considered a “good match” for each particular school. In recent years, students with similar 
credentials as yours have been sometimes admitted, sometimes waitlisted, and sometimes 
denied. Your continued interest in these schools, as well as your academic performance this 
year, is of utmost importance for these schools. 
 
Likely (70% or better chance of admission) – You are very competitive this category of schools. 
Ideally, you should have at least two “Likely” schools on your list. You should treat these schools 
with as much respect as you do your Possible and Reach schools, and with continued interest 
and academic performance you stand a very strong chance of being admitted. 

 
● Brown University (Early Decision) - {Reach} 
● University of Texas Austin - {Likely} 
● University of Texas Arlington - {Likely} 
● Southern Methodist University - {Likely} 
● Texas Christian University - {Likely} 
● Yale University - {Reach} 
● Emory University - {Possible} 
● Duke University - {Reach} 

 
You should consider adding a few colleges to your list in the "Possible" category, to ensure that you will 
have options to choose from come April and May. 
 
For each of the colleges on your list, be sure to demonstrate interest by contacting the admission office 
(find out who covers your region at each college), interviewing when possible, visiting campus if you can, 
and staying in touch by providing updates on your application.  Showing this interest will benefit you by 
displaying that you are seriously considering each of these colleges. 
 
Continue to work hard in the classroom this year - as your grades will be sent to admission offices, and 
will be important.  You are very capable of achieving strong grades across the curriculum, so maintain 
your focus throughout your final year of high school. 
 
With so many colleges on your list at the Reach and Likely levels, and noting that you have a strong 
interest in neuroscience/medicine, you may consider a few others in the Possible category, if Brown 
doesn’t work out, such as: 
 

Note: Some of these colleges offer Early Decision Round 2. 
 

● Rice University 
● Connecticut College 
● Carnegie Mellon University 
● Lehigh University 
● College of William & Mary 
● Case Western Reserve University 
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● Skidmore College 
 
You are a strong academic student and a person with many positive character attributes.  You will 
certainly have options for college after making the improvements I’ve suggested. Just let me know if you 
have any questions or would like me or a colleague to take a look at a revised application.   
 
Best of luck! 
Kirk  
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Personal Information 
My information 
Name: Rick Thorburn | Phone Number: (250)-555-5555 | Email: _rickyterminator@gmail.com_ 
Address:  448 Plano Highway, Apt. 4A, Mesquite TX 75149 
Race:  Caucasian | Gender:  Male  | Native Language:  English 
Religion:  N/A | Nation of Citizenship:  United States of America 
 
Seeking need-based financial aid (True / False)  __True__ 
Seeking merit-based scholarships (True / False) __True__ 
Intended full-time student (True / False) __True__ 
Has lived 4 years outside the US (True / False) __False__ 
 
My Family Information 
My parents' marital status is __Married__, and my permanent home is with __My 
parents__. 
 
I also have children of my own (True / False) __False__ If true, how many? 
_____________ 
 
Parents 
Mother name: Shelly Thorburn | College & Degree: _High School_ | Occupation: Receptionist  
Email: sthorburn@yahoo.com 
 
Father name: Jim Thorburn  | College & Degree: _High School_ | Occupation: _Electrican__ | 
Email: _N/A_ 
 
Siblings: 
Sibling name: Kate Thorburn | College (if any): Grade 10  |  Undergraduate School: 
______Graduate School _____ 
 
 
Your High School Information 
Current School 
Name:  East Texas High School  | Location:  _Mesquite, TX_ | Expected Graduation Date:  
_June, 2015_ 
Guidance Counselor Name: __Joanne Brady__ | Counselor Email: _jbrady@etx.org 
Can AdmitHub contact your counselor on your behalf? (True / False) _True_ 
Any Additional School(s) N/A 
 
Activities & Honors 
Activities: 
Activity Type:  _Newspaper_ | Description: _Opinions Editor for school newspaper _ | 
Duration: _2 years_ | Hrs/week: 2 | Weeks/Yr: 20 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:20 PM
Comment [1]: This email address isn't 
too far out there, but generally speaking, 
you should keep it simple and 
professional, e.g. 
rickthorburn84@gmail.com.  You may 
even consider creating a separate email 
address that you'll strictly use for your 
college correspondence and applications.  
That way, you'll be sure not to miss any 
important information sent to you by 
colleges. 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:21 PM
Comment [2]: Is this a 2 bedroom 
apartment? Do you share a room with your 
sibling? What's the neighborhood like? 
These details will add background info to 
your personal story - something to 
consider for the Additional Information 
section of the Common App. 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:22 PM
Comment [3]: Be sure to create an 
account on Fastweb.com to research 
merit-based scholarships. 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:39 PM
Comment [4]: You are a 1st-generation 
college-bound student - this is a point in 
your favor when applying to selective 
colleges like the ones you've listed. 
Colleges will be looking for students like 
you, who have succeeded in school and 
are poised to achieve more in college. 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:40 PM
Comment [5]: Are these activities listed 
"in order of importance" to you? Is 
Newspaper your favorite/most influential 
activity? Be sure to think about the order 
of your activities here. 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:36 PM
Comment [6]: Also, you'll need to 
indicate whether or not you wish to 
participate in college. 
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Activity Type:  _Part-time job_ | Description:  _Bagger/stockboy at grocery store_ | Duration: 
_3 years_ | Hrs/week: 10  | Weeks/Yr:  40 
Activity Type:  _Orchestra - Cello_ | Description:  _1st Chair District Cello_ | Duration: _4 
years_ | Hrs/week: 6 | Weeks/Yr: 40 
Activity Type:  _Sustainability Club_ | Description:  _In 10th grade, I founded this club to 
encourage recycling and composting at our school. | Duration: _3 years_  | Hrs/week: 2 | 
Weeks/Yr: 40 
Activity Type:  _Student Government_ | Description:  _I am the class Vice President_  | 
Duration: _1 year_ | Hrs/week: 2 | Weeks/Yr: 40 
 
Honors: 
Description: _English Prize ‘14_| Level of Recognition: _This prize is awarded to a student in 
AP English who was the most successful in his/her studies of the subject._ 
Description: _High Honor Roll_| Level of Recognition: _I have received high honor roll for 
10th and 11th grade._ 
 
 
Grades & Scores 
Academic Overview 
Rank: _32 (weighted)_ | Class Size: _650_ | GPA Scale: _4.0 (weighted)_ | Your GPA: _3.88 
(weighted)_ 
 
 
Transcript 
 
9th Grade 

Course Credit Grade 

English 9 1 A- 

Algebra 2 1 A 

U.S. History I 1 A 

Biology 1 B+ 

German 1 1 A- 

P.E. 0.5 A 

 
10th Grade 

Course Credit Grade 

Honors English 10 1 B+ 

Geometry/Trigonometry 1 A 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:43 PM
Comment [7]: This is an impressive 
accomplishment, and you obviously have 
displayed a considerable level of talent to 
be named 1st Chair Cello in the District 
Orchestra.  I would consider moving this 
activity higher on your list.  Also, do you 
plan on participating in college?  Have you 
recorded a few pieces to submit along with 
your application as supplemental material?  
You might wish to contact Music faculty at 
your colleges of interest, to inform them of 
your interest/talent level.  This could be a 
benefit to you in the admission process at 
the selective colleges on your list. 

Andrew Magliozzi� 8/25/14 6:43 PM
Deleted:  started the club i

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:43 PM
Comment [8]: You are the "Founder." 

Andrew Magliozzi� 8/25/14 6:43 PM
Deleted: v
Andrew Magliozzi� 8/25/14 6:43 PM
Deleted: p

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:35 PM
Comment [9]: It's nice to see that you 
are the "Vice President" (capitalize this 
position) of your Class for two years in a 
row at such a large public high school. It 
says something about your presence--you 
don't get lost in a big environment.  Since 
this is an important leadership position, 
you may consider moving it up on your list. 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:37 PM
Comment [10]: How many of these 
Prizes are awarded each year at East 
TXr? Are you 1 of 10 to receive a major 
award? 1 of 20? Would be interesting to 
note if the ratio is relatively low. 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:45 PM
Comment [11]: This is something 
notable that your counselor will want to 
highlight in his/her letter of 
recommendation.  Also, how many 
students are on High Honor Roll each 
year?  This contextual academic 
information is something that admission 
officers will want to know when evaluating ... [1]

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 1:33 PM
Comment [12]: It would be helpful to see 
a school profile to glean the following 
information: 
 ... [2]

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:12 PM
Comment [13]: I am curious whether the 
school offers honors classes in 9th grade 
or whether you worked your way in to 
them by your achievements. 
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U.S. History II 1 A 

Honors Chemistry 1 A 

German 2 1 A- 

P.E. 0.5 B+ 

 
11th Grade 

Course Credit Grade 

AP English Language 1 A 

Honors Precalculus 1 A 

AP European History 1 A- 

Honors Physics 1 A- 

Honors German 3 1 A- 

P.E. 0.5 A- 

 
12th Grade 

Course Credit Grade (1st Semester) 

Honors English Literature 1 A- 

AP Calculus 1 A- 

AP Government & Politics 1 A 

AP Physics 1 B+ 

Art History 1 A 

P.E. 0.5 B+ 

 
 
 
Testing 
ACT 
Date: _N/A_| Composite: ____ | English: ____ | Math: ____ | Reading: ____ | Science: ____ | 
Engl/Wr: ___ 
 
SAT 
Date: _5/3/2014_ | Critical Reading: _670_ | Math: _710_ | Writing: _680_ 
 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/26/14 12:05 PM
Comment [14]: Excellent performance in 
11th grade, even as your rigor increased.  
Colleges will positively note your upward 
trend in grades.  Well done! 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:01 PM
Comment [15]: For the highly selective 
colleges on your list, your decision to take 
Art History in lieu of a 4th year of a 
language may be a point of contention.  
Thus, I'm curious about a few things 
related to this course selection: 
 
1) Does East TX offer German 4? 
2) Do they offer it at the Honors or AP 
level? 
3) If so, would one of these German 
courses fit into your schedule? 
 
Again, for the admission process at the 
highly selective colleges on your list: 
 
- If German 4 (Hon or AP) is not offered, 
then your decision to take Art History is 
fine (again, for the highly selective 
colleges on your list).   
 
- If German 4 (Hon or AP) is available and 
fits into your schedule, you should 
consider taking it to show you are taking 
"the most rigorous curriculum available." 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:04 PM
Comment [16]: How many times did you 
take the SAT? I would suggest re-taking 
them given your potential and your list of 
colleges.  Your scores are certainly very 
solid, but are on the bottom end of the 
mid-50% range at the highly selective 
colleges on your list. 
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SAT Subject Tests: 
    Date:_6/1/2013_| Mathematics Level I: _650_ 
    Date:_6/7/2014_| Mathematics Level II:_660_| US History:_700_ 
 
AP Tests: 
    AP English Lang/Comp: _4_ 
    AP European History: _3_ 
 
 
Essay: 
“Here,” the UT Austin Neurology lab director said, thrusting a slippery mass of cold grey matter 
into my latex palms. 
 
“What am I supposed to do with this?” I meekly asked. 
 
“It’s a brain,” his curt response implied I might never have used one before. 
 
Told the organ before me had belonged to a woman of forty-two, I imagined her surrounding 
existence since stripped away. Now all that remained was a neural network of near-infinite 
complexity, containing a lifetime of memories and emotions. While our instructor outlined the 
brain’s constituent parts—e.g. the hypothalamus near my index finger—my own axons and 
dendrites were overwhelmed by the life gnarled within. Though lacking specifics, this hands-on 
experience was far more real than the hundred-page booklet I already memorized for a high 
school Brain Bee. Simultaneously, the thought of “reading” the intimately personal diary that lay 
in my hands was both daunting and intriguing. 
 
In preparation for the Brain Bee, I had studied near everything a high school student is capable 
of learning about neuroscience, becoming ever more curious about the inner workings of my 
mind’s capacity for self-awareness. The astonishing hypothesis that my mind and my brain are 
one and the same made me imagine various textbooks as blueprints of myself. Starting with 
brine shrimp, I sequenced sundry DNA in search of human-related proteins that might shed light 
on neuro-pathology. 
 
Knowledge of neuroscience, however, never fully satisfied my curiosity about this mysterious 
organ. The human mind has a baffling capacity for free association and retention. During my 
work with Alzheimer’s patients, I confronted the extremes of human cognition. 
 
“Here, I want you to have this photo,” Helen, an elderly woman offered. Her tenderness and 
gentle touch nearly made me forget the Alzheimer’s Center policy on gifts. As she insisted, it 
became clear she thought I was her grandson—the one who hadn’t visited in months. Though 
her recall seemed lucid, she did not notice my dark hair and brown eyes were nothing like the 
brunette hair and green eyes of her grandson. 
 
“Thank you.” I replied, not knowing what else to say. “Why don’t we have dinner together?” 
 
That evening, I listened to unfamiliar stories vividly recollected, and thought of my own 
grandmother, whom I had never met. We laughed and expressed mutual sadness at my 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:47 PM
Comment [17]: Based on your aptitude 
in your Math courses to date, I would 
suggest re-taking this SAT Subject Test, 
with the hope of increasing your score.  
This would benefit you as you apply to the 
highly selective colleges on your list. 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:48 PM
Comment [18]: Add the name of the lab 
director for specificity. 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:49 PM
Comment [19]: I can figure it out from 
context, but I have never heard of a Brain 
Bee. It would help to have it mentioned in 
the Activities section.  Are there any other 
extracurriculars missing (e.g., Brain Bee, 
UT lab experience, volunteering from your 
essay) that you might add to your 
Activities list and/or Summer study? 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:08 PM
Comment [20]: Where? At the UT lab or 
in preparation for going there? 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:09 PM
Comment [21]: Overall, this is a nicely 
done piece about neuroscience and your 
intended major.  A good integration of 
writing and goals. 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:09 PM
Comment [22]: Small detail, but I would 
recommend spelling out who "we" consists 
of - the previous sentence leaves off with 
Rick's grandmother, making the "we" 
confusing. 
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departure. Later, the staff praised my patience, easing my concerns about dishonesty. Not 
necessarily relevant to a Brain Bee or the laboratory, my time with Helen provided more insight 
about Alzheimer’s than any textbook could have. 
 
From that cold brain to Helen’s warm hand, I have learned more about myself than the 
enumeration of facts and symptoms would suggest. In reflection, I thought of my academic 
mentor who once taught me the value of asking questions in the laboratory. “If you manage to 
come up with a solution you’ll be a genius.” He explained. “If not, you’re still a scientist.” But I 
like to take this advice one step further: even without questions and answers, there is value in 
connecting with people in need. In that case, I would still be a doctor. Striving not only to further 
science but also to interact with patients, I remain dedicated to one day contributing to medicine 
in any way possible. 
 
 
 
Supplemental Essays: [Please paste your supplemental essays below] 
School: _None written yet_ | Topic: _____________________ | Essay: 
 
Any Additional Information: [Please tell us anything else you feel is relevant to your 
application] _None_ 
 
 
College List 
Brown University (Early Decision) 
University of Texas Austin 
University of Texas Arlington 
Southern Methodist University 
Texas Christian University 
Yale University 
Emory University 
Duke University 
 
Final Comments 
 

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:10 PM
Comment [23]: Nice tie-in.  Well done! 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:11 PM
Comment [24]: I enjoyed this essay - the 
reader learns a lot about your 
values/character, as well as your activities. 
You avoid overreaching - the conclusion 
feels thoughtful and nuanced, rather than 
forced.  Excellent work! 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/26/14 12:10 PM
Comment [25]: Here is an opportunity to 
provide further detail on a number of 
topics, such as: 
 
- your family background 
- summer research 
- school academic honors 
- extracurricular accomplishments 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:14 PM
Comment [26]: Rick: a couple of these 
schools offer alumni interviews - would 
encourage you to look into this possibility. 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:30 PM
Comment [27]: Your college list is fairly 
well balanced with several colleges in 
each category of Reach, Possible, and 
Likely.  If I were to suggest any additions, 
it may be in the Possible category - adding 
a few top tier academic colleges that have 
admit rates in the 30-40% range, places 
that will look to reward applicants of your 
academic strength and personal 
background, such as: ... [3]

Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:51 PM
Comment [28]: Reach 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:17 PM
Comment [29]: Likely 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:18 PM
Comment [30]: Likely 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:51 PM
Comment [31]: Likely (assuming 
interview and visit) 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:52 PM
Comment [32]: Likely (assuming 
interview and visit) 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:51 PM
Comment [33]: Reach 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:50 PM
Comment [34]: Possible 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 6:50 PM
Comment [35]: Reach 
Kirk Daulerio� 8/25/14 5:17 PM
Comment [36]: Rick, you are as well-
represented as you can possibly be, but ... [4]


